
Advantages of a Steel Structure Building

Steel is one of the most popular and constantly used materials when it comes to construction. There
can be no construction if we are to imagine a construction industry without steel. It is due to steel
that a definite structure fighting or sustaining seismic tremors like earthquakes can be sustained.
Steel structures are not only strength providers but are also available in the aesthetic options of
colours and the like. There are still many areas of construction where steel is used over concrete
structures. The utilization of steel is constantly expanding and spreading all over in civil
engineering-related fields, while the application of steel in development structures remains a
common practice.

Steel is preferred owing to the weight of the structure of the material and the force of graveness as
well as the endurance of pressure and chance of stability in structure in addition to its architectural
possibilities. Every steel structure has some advantages and some disadvantages, here are some of
the major ones:

Benefits of Steel Structure Buildings:
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#1 - Cost Effective:

Steel is relatively cheaper when compared to other high-end structural materials. Moreover, it can be
made and delivered in a cost-effective and timely manner. These structures can be handed off-point
at shop floors and later gathered hard. This process spares time and increases the effectiveness of
the general development process.

#2 - Fire Resistant:

Steel structures are fire resistant and varied as compared to rustic designs such as wood, which is a
combustive material with lower fire resistance. Steel structures are also known to repel outside
weights, such as showers, earthquakes and cyclones. One of the major advantages of using a steel
structure in construction is that steel has the capability to gauge lesser distances with steel ceiling
joists. This enables individuals to grow their choices and allows them to make huge spaces with steel
particulars.

Also Read: Pre-Engineered Buildings – Components and Advantages

#3 - Flexibility:

One of the main advantages of steel structures is flexibility, this means that it tends to be planned in
accordance with the design conditions and requirements. This in turn plots a steel structure to repel
heavy storms or earthquakes.

#4 - Easy to Install:

Steel structures are easy to install and hassle-free to assemble on point. This property is the result of
its simple to make portions without the need to estimate and cut off corridor hard.

#5 - Strength and Continuity:

Some of the general and common advantages of using steel structures include; Design, Strength and
Continuity, Light in Weight, Easy Installation and Speed in Construction, Protean, Inflexibility, Rigidity,
Easy Fabrication in Different Sizes, Fire Resistance, Pest, Humidity and Weather Resistance, Rigidity,
Environment Friendly, Energy Efficiency, Improved Construction Quality, Temporary Structures, Safe
and Resistant and Threat Indicator.

Now let’s have a look at why one should choose steel over
concrete structures:
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#1 - Savings:

Cost plays a very important role in construction. Steel is less expensive to build and shape as well as
maintain. Owing to the high strength nature of steel, fewer structural members are required which
means fewer materials in order to erect a steel structure than concrete. This saves time as well as
labour.

#2 - Design:

Structural steel can support almost all kinds of designs one may have in mind pertaining to
construction. Moreover, it can easily be incorporated with materials like stone, wood and other
materials and can support a wide range of loads such as; Hangar doors, parapets and heavy-duty
cranes.

Also Read: Pre-Engineered Construction vs Conventional Construction

#3 - Durability:

Steel is known to be dimensionally more durable than concrete. Steel does not warp, split, shrink or
crack when exposed to elements as compared to concrete. And steel can withstand earthquakes
more effectively.

#4 - Eco-friendly:

While concrete is made of sand and stone, and cannot be recycled or re-used, Steel structures are
made of 100% recyclable steel and can also be re-used post the lifespan of a building.

#5 - Easy to Handle and Transport:

Steel structures are lighter in comparison to concrete as a result of which they are also easy to
handle. Unlike concrete, steel structures do not need any form of work.
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Hence, it can be concluded that choosing steel structures not only leads to saving money and
shortening the time of construction but also allows you to design your construction as you wish to.
Steel structures also guarantee a longer life cycle of the structure and a limited impact on the plant
hence contributing positively to the environment as well.

Bansal Roofing has been the pioneer of durable, cost-effective, sturdy roofing sheets and roofing
accessories that ensure the aesthetics of your construction are not compromised while maintaining
high safety and durability standards. Our core values are based on rendering client satisfaction via
means of high quality of roofing sheets, accessories and Pre-Engineered Buildings. For more
information, call us at +91-9925050913 or drop an inquiry at inquiry@bansalroofing.com.
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